
EXERCISES

Read the following paragraph then answer the questions. 

Nowadays, the most concerns are paid to m-learning rather than e-learning. E-learning and m-learning have the

most  similar  elements  (Nasiri  and  Deng,  2009).  M-learning  is  the  next  form  of  e-learning  using  mobile

technologies to facilitate education for teachers and learners anywhere and anytime (Alzaza & Yaakub, 2011).

M-learning is  an  undeveloped area;  so far  its  power  and potentials  have  not  been completely  discovered.

Technology is one of the significant aspects that able to affect  m-learning business (Nasiri & Deng, 2009).,

Indeed, several studies showed that m-learning had  the capabilities to be fully utilized and diffused. 

M-learning as one of the latest education and training method seems to be the fastest developing in education

market  compared to  the traditional  e-learning market.  A study (Ambient  Insight,  2010)  listed  ten types  of

packaged  applications  and  content  are  utilized  successfully  in  United  States’ m-learning  market  that  are:

language  learning;  travel  and  tourism;  academic  test  preparation;  general  education,  study  guides,  and

reference;  simulation  and  game-based  learning;  medical,  health,  nutrition,  and  fitness;  business,  sales,  and

finance;  handheld  decision  support,  professional  licensure,  continuing  education,  and  continuing  medical

education; and professional training and development.

Trend of m-learning adoption goes to more collaboration instead of just learning. However, to reach this level of

adoption or diffusion it is crucial to be ready to utilize m-learning technology. That may lead to understand the

infrastructure state and the user (students) knowledge (awareness) of such technology (Naji Alzaza, 2014).

(a) Identify the academic writing mistakes. (3 Marks)

(b) Convert the paragraph from APA style to be IEEE style. (2 Marks)
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Read the following paragraph then answer the questions. 

There are demands for library users to access the library facilities anytime and anywhere. However the existing

library system only allows users to access the facilities during working hours.  Mobile technology has been

widely used in many areas, for example education, health, entertainment and etc. Since this technology enables

application to be used anywhere and anytime.

The conventional library loan services provided by the UP-Library require the users to go to the library or

through a computer to do any transaction. These services have limitations whereby they require users to go to

the library themselves. While through online, users can only access the services via computers connected to the

Internet. A new form of technology has to be introduced to overcome the limitations.  Mobile technology has

been considered as a viable alternative for developing applications to be used for renew and reserve of library

books anywhere and anytime.

(a) Markup the problem statement by underline, and markup the motivation by double.

(b) Construct one research question.

(c) Construct two research objective.

(d) Identify scope of the study. (2 Marks)
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For the given abstract below: 

During the last decade, Palestinian higher education institutions had a successful experience in utilizing e-

learning services. E-learning services are currently engaged in all aspects of higher education institutions.

Students access university services anywhere regardless of time. Mobile learning (m-learning) enables students

to accomplish their education anywhere and anytime. This study aims to understand the Palestinian students’

awareness of m-learning and its aspects. This understanding will provide strong evidence on the readiness of

students  to  accept  and use  m-learning in  their  education  environment.  Furthermore,  this  will  support  the

utilization  of  such  technology  in  Palestinian  higher  education  institutions.  378  participants  out  of  five

Palestinian  higher  education  institutions  in  Gaza  participated  successfully  in  this  research.  The  results

indicated that the higher education environment had the required infrastructure to utilize m-learning services.

The results also showed that the students had an adequate knowledge and awareness to use such technology in

their education environment. Nearly half of the participants (50.3%) revealed that their university provided a

wireless network or Wi-Fi zone in the campus. On the other hand, 79.1% showed that their university did not

provide m-learning services. In general, 85.2% of the respondents had eagerness that   their university provides

them m-learning services.  This study also found that  the Palestinian higher  education institutions  had the

potentials for using m-learning.

(i) Identify the following research terms and aspects:

a) Subject: 

b) Problem Statement: 

c) Main Objective: 

d) Scope: 

e) Methodology:

f) Main Results:

g) Scientific Contribution(s):

(ii) Formulate a Title: 
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